BINARIES
A QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

This guide contains interactive elements; it is best read electronically in Adobe Acrobat 9.0 or higher.

Take advantage of market volatility on a variety of indices, commodities and currency pairs
with binaries. Binaries allow you to place leveraged, short-term trades and limited losses.
If you’ve traded CFDs before, you may see binaries as another market that suits your trading
style and market outlook. In this guide, we’ll introduce you to binary trading and explore the
benefits that it offers.

What is a Binary?
With binaries, traders try to successfully forecast

At GFT, we offer binaries through CFD and spread

the outcome of a particular event. This can be

bet accounts. The type of account that you

anything, such as the closing price of the UK100

choose to trade with depends on your preferences

or gold. When traders believe that a particular

and overall trading strategy.

event will occur, they’ll buy a binary quote in the

When traders believe
that a particular event
will occur, they’ll buy
a binary…

hopes of profiting from

Both types of accounts trade in units of the

that event happening. If

account’s base currency per point. For example,

they don’t think the event

if you have a binary spread bet account with the

will happen, they will sell

GBP set as your base currency and trade a binary

the quote.

with a size of five units, your trade would be £5
per point.

Unlike other financial products, binaries have
only two possible outcomes: either the event

If you’ve traded CFDs, you may be used to

occurs by a certain time or it doesn’t. This is

trading by contract size and having your trades

called an expiration or expiry. To gauge how

denominated in the currency of the underlying

likely an event will happen by the expiry, binaries

instrument. But even on a CFD account, your

are priced on a range from zero to 100.

account trades in units of the account’s base
currency per point. So trading a binary with the

This price may range throughout the lifetime

size of five on a CFD account with a USD base

of the binary. For example, you may place your

currency means your trade would be $5 per point.

trade when the price is around 20. This means
that the binary has a roughly 20% chance of

Binaries were created for traders who have a

happening. Throughout the day, you may notice

short-term perspective on the market and are

the price rises as the event becomes more likely,

looking for an accessible intra-day trading tool.

or it falls as it becomes less likely. If the event

That’s why you can enter and exit binaries as

occurs, the binary settles at 100. If the event

many times as you want before the market

doesn’t happen, the binary settles at zero.

closes for the day.

Click the image above to see how placing a binary trade in DealBook® WEB would work.
How would this work? Let’s look at an example.

You could potentially gain £637 from this binary.
But if the market doesn’t reach or go higher

BUYING THE ‘UK100 5M UP’

than 5867.21, the price for your binary would go

You’re interested in placing a binary on

to zero, so your trade would be calculated as:

the UK100. After doing some research and

(0−36.3) × £10 = −£363

analysing the chart, you believe that the UK 100
will rise in the next five minutes over its current

You could potentially lose £363 from this binary.

rate of 5865.33 to at least 5867.21. So, you

Incidentally, this is how much your margin is to

decide to buy a ‘UK100 5M UP’ binary. The price

maintain this position.

is currently at 36.3; this means that the UK100
has a approximately 36% chance of rising to

For our example, let’s say that you weigh the risk

at least 5867.21. For our example, we’ll say the

and decide to place your binary order. After five

size is £10 per point at 36.3. You can use these

minutes, the official close of the UK100 is higher

values to calculate your margin:

than the 5867.21. It doesn’t matter if the closing

£10 × 36.3 = £363 margin

price was up 50 points or one point. Because
the UK100 rose as forecasted, the price for this

Because you know binaries will settle at either

type of binary goes to 100 and you gained £637

zero or 100, you can determine your potential

from this binary.

profit and risk before you even place your
trade. If the event happens, the binary would be
calculated as:
(100−36.3) × £10 = £637

Any trading scenarios shown in this material
are for illustrative and educational purposes
only. They should not be considered
recommendations or advice. Most examples do
not factor in fees and taxes. These costs will
impact the outcome of your transaction.
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Taking a Closer Look at
Binary Pricing
We’ll begin our examination by comparing the
price of a binary in the previous example to
the actual market (in this case, the UK100) on
a chart.
With just under half the trading session remaining
before expiry, the price of the binary versus the
UK100 may resemble Figure 1. This demonstrates
how the binary price would vary at a fixed time if
the market was trading at differing levels.
As the UK100 moves below 5500, the price of
the binary tends towards 0. As the UK100 moves
above 5500, the price tends towards 100.
Many traders will keep their binary open until the
actual market closes (although you can close a
binary at any time before expiration; you’ll see
this in the next section). When the binary on
the UK100 reached expiry, the payout would be
represented by Figure 2.
Any trading scenarios shown in this material are
for illustrative and educational purposes only.
They should not be considered recommendations
or advice. Most examples do not factor in fees
and taxes. These costs will impact the outcome of
your transaction.

FIGURE 1
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Any trading scenarios shown in this material are for illustrative and educational purposes only. They should
not be considered recommendations or advice. Most examples do not factor in fees and taxes. These costs
will impact the outcome of your transaction.

BINARY TYPES
The binary in the ‘UK100 Daily Up’ was what’s called an up/down binary, but you can use one
of five types offered at GFT.

The UP/DOWN BINARY determines if a commodity or stock
index will be up or down over the expiry period.

The LADDER BINARY is used when traders feel that the market
will rise or fall beyond a certain level.

The ONE-TOUCH BINARY has a specific strike. Traders forecast
that the market will trade at a certain level before expiry.

The DOUBLE-TOUCH BINARY has two strikes. The market has
to trade at both strikes for the binary to settle at 100.

The EITHER-OR-TOUCH BINARY has an upside and a downside
strike. The market only has to trade at one of these strikes for
the binary to settle at 100.

US30
Strike
Price

AN UP/DOWN BINARY EXAMPLE:

You could potentially gain £900 from selling this

SELLING THE ‘UK100 DAILY UP’

binary. Based on your trading plan, you decide to

An up/down binary reflects a trader’s opinion

take the risk and place your binary order.

on both the direction and the volatility of
But, as the day progresses, the UK100 rallies 70

the market.

points. The price for your binary jumps to 35.
For example, let’s say that you want to place

Even if the market closes one point higher than

another binary on the UK100. Yesterday, the

the day before, you could lose £4100 from this

UK100 was volatile and at its open today, the

binary. Fortunately, you can close your binary

UK100 is down 100 points. You think the UK100

before the market closes and take your loss

will close lower than its official close of 5543

before it gets worse.

yesterday. So, you go into DealBook WEB to
®

sell a ‘UK100 Daily Up’ binary. Like before, you

To close your sell position, you would enter a buy

determine your margin and your potential profit

position at 35. The two orders would cancel out

and risk. Your margin is:

Your loss would be calculated as:

£50 × (100-18) = £4100

(18−35) × £50 = −£850

If the UK100 closes higher than 5543, the price

Remember, you can enter and exit binaries

for your binary goes to 100. Your profit/loss

multiple times. For the UK 100 Daily binaries,

would be:

the last dealing time is one minute before the

(18−100) × £50 = −£4100

close of the UK100 market. In this case, if the
market was to drop off, you could sell another

Because you’re selling the binary, you could

‘UK100 Daily Up’ until one minute before the

potentially lose £4100. If the UK100 closes lower

UK100 closed.

than 5543, the price for your binary goes to zero,
so your profit/loss would be:
(18−0) × £50 = £900
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A LADDER EXAMPLE:

believe that it will close at least 70 points higher.

BUYING THE ‘FRANCE 40 DAILY UP >70’

Because of this, you open a ladder binary and

In the Buying the ‘UK100 Daily Up’ example, we

buy a ‘France 40 Daily Up > 70 pts’.

mentioned that it doesn’t matter if the closing
price was up 50 points or merely one point.

With this kind of binary, if the France 40 closes

Because the UK100 closed up as forecasted, the

today at or above 3721, then your binary would

price for your binary goes to 100.

settle at 100. If the France 40 closes below 3721,

Binaries provides
a range of strikes,
which forecast the
market direction
of an instrument
and the number of
points up or down
it will be at close.

your binary would settle at 0.
While you may enjoy trading
on a direction like this, you
can also trade binaries with a
specific target price or strike.
A ladder is one of these kinds
of binaries. With this, you
receive a range of strikes;
each forecasts the direction
of the market for a particular
instrument and the number of

points up or down it will be when it closes. For
example, a ladder of the France 40 may look like
the image above.
Let’s say that you want to place a binary trade
on the France 40. As usual, you do your research:
the France 40 closed yesterday at 3651 and you

Binary
settles
at 100
Price
has risen
to 55-60

US30

Buy binary at 17

Strike
Price

A ONE-TOUCH BINARY EXAMPLE:

But, if the market does touch 10350, your

BUYING THE ‘US30 DAILY TOUCH 10350’

potential profit could be:

Another type of binary that depends on a

£20 × (100−17) = £1660

specific strike is a one-touch binary. With this,
you forecast that the market will trade at a

That sounds good to you, so you buy a ‘US30

certain level at some point before expiry.

Daily Touch 10350’ one-touch binary at £20

The One-Touch Binary
has a specific strike.
Traders forecast that
the market will trade
at a certain level
before expiry.

per point at 17.
To show you how this
works, we’ll say that you’ve
been watching the US30 all
day. At 15:46 ET, the index
is trading up 150 points
at 10310. Based on your

Any trading scenarios shown in this material
are for illustrative and educational purposes
only. They should not be considered
recommendations or advice. Most examples do
not factor in fees and taxes. These costs will
impact the outcome of your transaction.

research, you believe the
index will touch 10350 and

then go higher. For our example, we’ll say the
price is 12–17 and the size is £20 per point.
Your margin will be:
£20 × 17 = £340
If the market doesn’t touch 10350, your potential
loss could be:
£20 × (0−17) = −£340
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US30
Strike
Price

A DOUBLE-TOUCH BINARY EXAMPLE:

As the binary reaches its expiry, you’ll see that

BUYING THE ‘US30 DOUBLE TOUCH

the US30 dropped to 10300. As long as it hits

10300/10350’

the 10350, your binary would settle at 100. Your

A double-touch binary is similar to a one-

profit would be:

touch binary except that this type is defined

£15 × (100−30) = £1050

by two strikes: an upside strike, which is higher
than the current market level, and a downside

This type is defined
by two strikes

If it doesn’t hit the second strike, your binary

strike, which is lower than

would settle at zero. Your loss would be:

the current market level.

£15 × (0−30) = −£450

With this kind of binary, the

double-touch binary will settle at 100 if the
actual market trades at both of these strikes
before expiration. If it only hits one or doesn’t
hit either, then the binary will settle at zero.
To show you how this works, let’s back up and
make the US30 trade again. Your research
suggests that the price of the index is about to
break out of its current trend. As before, you
believe the index will touch 10350 and then go
higher, but not without hitting at least a low of
10300. For our example, we’ll say the price is 30
and the size is £15 per point. After calculating
the margin and your potential profit and loss,
you decide to buy a ‘US30 Double Touch
10300/10350’ at £15 per point at 30.

US30
Strike
Price

AN EITHER-OR-TOUCH EXAMPLE
Like the double-touch binary, an either-or-touch
binary is defined by two strikes: an upside and a
downside strike. Unlike the double-touch binary,
however, the product only has to trade at one of
these strikes (either the upside or the downside)
in order for the binary to settle at 100. If the
market trades at neither of these strikes, the
binary settles at 0.

The product only
has to trade at one
of these strikes

Once again, we’ll look at
the US30 trade again. As
before, we’ll say your research
suggests that the price of the

index is about to break out of its current trend,
but this time, you aren’t entirely sure if the US30
will rise or fall. Because of this, you pick two
strikes—one at 10300 and 10350 and place an
either-or-touch binary at £1 per point at 63.
This time, we’ll say that the US doesn’t drop to
10300, but reaches a high of 10350. Even though
market moves only hit one of your strikes, your
either-or touch binary settles at 100.
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The Advantages
of Binaries
If you compare binaries to another financial

Of course, leverage is what also makes binaries

product, you would see that binaries have a

risky. While you can risk five points to make 95, it

number of features that make them ideal

is possible to risk 95 to make only five.

to trade.
Trading in Periods of Low Volatility
Short-term Expiries

Even if there isn’t a lot of volatility in the market,

Binaries are all about timing. Because of this,

binaries can still be a useful trading instrument.

you can choose binary orders up to five minutes

At expiry, a binary must settle at zero or 100.

before the expiry.

Therefore, a trader has 100 points to be made or
lost, regardless of the range of the market.

Predictable Losses
When placing a binary trade, traders can calculate

For example, if you were in a basic up binary or

their maximum possible loss. While some

a ladder binary close to expiry and the market

products have features, like guaranteed stops, a

moved even 0.1 points so that it was on or above

trader using binaries does not have to pay extra

the strike, your binary would settle at 100.

to know what their potential loss will be.
Leverage
Binaries have a degree of leverage. This enables
you to enter a large position with a small amount
of money.
For example, if you bought a binary at five, you
would be risking only five points and have the
potential to make 95 points. A client selling at 90
is risking only 10 points with the potential to make
a maximum of 90 points.

Product Range
Binaries will be offered across all major European indices, US indices, currency pairs, and
commodities such as WTI Crude, gold and silver. The different expiry types are listed below:

UK100

IBEX 35

S+P 500

E/£

Daily

Daily

Daily

Daily

Hourly

CAC 40

NASDAQ 100

Crude

20 Minute

Daily

Daily

Daily

5 Minute

Mid-Session

Mid-Session

Hourly

Hourly

E/$

DAX 30

20 Minute

Daily

Daily

5 Minute

Daily
£/$

Mid-Session
Hourly

Wall Street 30

20 Minute

Daily

5 Minute

Gold

Daily

Daily

Mid-Session

$/Y

Hourly

Daily

MIB 40

20 Minute

Daily

5 Minute

Silver

$/SF
Daily

Trading Binaries in
DealBook® WEB
With the Binary features in DealBook® WEB,

quoteboard by clicking the Quoteboard List

traders can choose which binaries best fit their

drop-down menu and selecting its name.

trading style and market outlook.
You can add a new quoteboard and add markets
On the Binaries tab, you’ll see all of the tools that

to it using one of three methods:

you need to trade binaries.

A Click the Quoteboard List drop-down menu

You can view the available binary markets in
the Quoteboard window. You’ll use this to
analyze binaries.

and select the Add New Quoteboard… option.
Enter a name in the Add New Quoteboard
window and click Submit. Click the blank
quoteboard to begin adding markets.

When you first open the application, you can

B Click Add Markets.

choose to display one of two quoteboards in the

C Click

Quoteboard window:
1 The Binaries quoteboard contains

to access the Edit Quoteboard

window and click

to add a new

quoteboard. After you name the quoteboard,

a selection of available binary

click the blank window to begin adding

markets.

markets.

2 The Markets quoteboard displays
the prices for the indices and other
markets that are the basis of your
binary trade.
You can add up to 30 markets per quoteboard.
You can add 10 new quoteboards in addition
to the two quoteboards that are already in
the application. You can switch to a specific

All three of these methods open the Add
Markets window. This is where you can select
binaries by choosing from a market, type of
strategy and expiry.
Once you have a quoteboard set up, you can
use several tools in the quoteboard to help you
analyze markets and place trades.

A

B
C

Rollover or click on A, B, or C to learn more about each feature.
You can view how much time is left on a particular

orders as well as attached orders, such as

binary by looking at the Countdown graphic in

stops and limits.

the Exp. In column. You can also view the Exp.
In column to see how much time is left on the
selected binary.

2 Click the arrow next to the binary you want in
the Quoteboard and select Place Order.
3 Click New Order to place stops, limits, OCOs

Over time, you may want to edit which markets

or parent and contingents orders in the Place

appear on a particular quoteboard. You can do

New Order window.

this by either selecting Edit Quoteboards from
the Quoteboard List drop-down menu or
by clicking

. Both of these open the Edit

Quoteboards window.
You can place your binary orders in several places:
1 Use the features in the Order section of the
Trade window to place direct deal or market

GFT
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When DealBook® WEB accepts your binary

Once a binary position is closed, you can view

order or when the binary price hits your stop

its size, when it closed, the number of pips it

or limit order, your order becomes an open

generated and its profit and loss for the current

position. These appear in the Open Positions

login session on the P/L Recap tab.

tab, which displays details, such as the strike,
profit/loss, margin and other information, about

You can select report types and generate

your binary positions. A number appears next

statements on your binaries account in the

to the tab name, showing how many open

Statements tab.

positions you have.
You can view binary-related news items in
When you create a stop or limit for a binary, it

the News tab. When you click the news

becomes a working order. It will remain working

headline, you can see the complete story in

until the binary price hits the order level and is

the viewing section.

triggered. Working orders appear in the Working
Orders tab, which displays order details, such as

You can view the settlement history in two

expiry, type, and other information.

places in the application.

You can view the market moves of a binary in

1 When the Overview tab is selected, you

two places:

can select a particular binary and view the
settlement data in the Settlement History

1 The Binary Chart section displays a small

section of the Trade window. You can

price chart for the market of the binary

use the View drop-down menu to show

selected in the quoteboard. You can use

settlement data from between five and 50

this to view price movements over time and

of the most recent settlement periods.

monitor the progress of your trade.
2 When the Settlements tab is selected, you
2 You can also view the price moves of a binary
in the Chart tab. When you select a binary
in the Quoteboard, you can click the Chart
tab to display a larger view of the chart
for the market of the selected binary and
access charting tools. Once open, you can
use features in the toolbar to change the
appearance of the chart, apply drawing tools,
and other features.
In the Filled Orders tab, you can display a list
of orders that have been executed or filled for
the current login session. When you select this
tab, you can view the time the order was filled
as well as its strike, price, and size.

view the settled data for a particular market
within a specific date range.

Rollover or click on the image to learn more about each feature.
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FINDING FURTHER INFORMATION
We encourage you to learn more about how GFT can help you maximize your trading potential.
Visit www.gftuk.com or call 0800 358 0864 or +44 (0) 20 7170 0770 to speak with a GFT
representative. You can also access Live Chat on our website to chat with us 24/7.

gftuk.com / 0800 358 0864 / +44 (0) 20 7170 0770
LIVE CHAT 24/7

TOLL FREE

UK MAIN

IMPORTANT NOTE: When trading binaries, it is possible to lose more than your initial deposit.
GFT Global Markets UK Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
CD04UK.107.062211

